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Math Word Problems Tips  
 

You will want to keep this sheet handy when solving math word 
problems. When you are not sure how to get started on a challenging 
problem, let this sheet be your guide. Print this sheet and keep it in your 
homework space along with a calculator, sharpened pencils, scrap 
paper, and other reference tools. 
 

A stepwise approach to problem solving 
1) Read through the entire problem first without doing anything else.   
2) Think “What is the problem asking for?”  Re-state the problem in 

your own words.  I need to find… (use different words from the ones 
in the problem so you are certain you understand.) 

3) Underline the key words and numbers in the problem you will need 
to use. 

4) Guesstimate what the answer should be given what you read: 
a. A number bigger than the ones given in the problem? You will 

use addition or multiplication. 
b. A number smaller than the ones given in the problem? You will 

use subtraction or division. 
c. A word and not a number, e.g. who is the tallest? 

Answer:  person’s name 
 
Keep in mind 
Tip 1:  Don’t get fooled by extra numbers! 
Sometimes there are extra details in the passage that you will not need. 
Lightly cross out unneeded information so you don’t get 
confused. Remember, math can be messy – you are supposed to cross 
out and circle things- it does not have to be a clean page. Remember to 
always show the steps you took to arrive at your answer—don’t erase!  

 
Tip 2: Be wise to “the unusual” numbers 
Negative numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents do NOT behave 
like whole positive numbers. They usually have the opposite result. In 
other words, if multiplying by a positive whole number will make a bigger 
number these “unusual” numbers result in a smaller number.  

 
Tip 3: Consider potential “hidden” numbers 
Sometimes the problem includes an implied number, written as a word.  
For example, if the problem uses the word “week” and the answer 
involves something “per day” you will need to remember there are 7 
days in a week.   
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 The following is a list of common hidden numbers and objects. 

 Problem says one year. Solution requires days. Think: 365 days per 
year 

 Problem says one week. Solution requires days. Think: 7 days per week 

 Problem says double or triple. Solution requires multiplying by 2 or 3 

 Problem asks about a familiar object  
o Familiar objects include ball which is a sphere, dice which are 

cubes, ice cream cone  which is a cone, square box which is a 
cube, picture which is a rectangle, football field  or tennis court 
which are rectangles, baseball field which is a diamond 

o Solution requires you to calculate how much to fill it which is 
volume, cover it which is surface area, or walk around it which is 
the perimeter 

 
The following is a list of common terms that tell which operation to use 

 Addition 
o Add 
o Altogether/ All together/Together 
o Combined 
o In all 
o Sum 
o Total 

 

 Subtraction 
o Difference 
o Fewer (he has 2 fewer than she has) 
o Gave away 
o How many left 
o How many more 
o Less 
o Minus 
o Remaining 

 

 Multiplication 
o At this rate…how many would they have 
o Everyone has 
o If each had…how many in total 
o Per person…how many in total 
o Times 

 

 Division 
o Broken into pieces or parts 
o Divided into equal amounts 
o Each has the same number 
o Everyone gets the same amount 
o Equally divided 
o Evenly distributed 
o Same amount for everyone 
o Shared fairly 
o Split evenly 

 

 Division with remainder.  Division terms above PLUS the following 
o Extra 
o Left over 
o Remaining 


